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Summary 
 
In 2011, the Source Inversion Validation (SIV) group conducted its annual workshop in 
conjunction with the 2011 Annual SCEC meeting in Palm Springs. This was the 6th workshop in 
a series of meetings, following an inaugural SIV-workshop at the 2008 SCEC Annual Meeting. 
In these workshops, we gather scientists working on earthquake source inversion to discuss 
methods and approaches to source inversion, new findings for recent (or not so recent) 
earthquakes, but in particular to share the latest results related to the SIV exercises.  
The SIV-project is making continuous progress, but would profit from more participants that 
carry out the actual SIV benchmarks. We thus will try to 'advertise' the SIV more widely. 
Several additional benchmark exercises are planned for 2012, and we plan on a 2012 SIV-
workshop during the 2012 Annual SCEC meeting.  
 
 
Notes on the 2011 SIV workshop during the SCEC Annual Meeting 
 
The 2011 SIV was attended by approximately 60 participants at maximum attendance. The 
schedule and talks presented from the meeting are listed in Figure 1, a summary is given below. 
 
First, the new SIV website was presented. The wiki, which allows for users to add and edit 
discussion pages on a variety of topics, has moved to http://eqsource.webfactional.com/wiki/.  In 
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addition, a new benchmark database, openly accessible for everyone, has been created, located at 
http://eqsource.webfactional.com/db/introduction/. This website includes solution submission 
tools as well as plotting tools for solution comparisons, which are generated on the fly. Everyone 
can view previously uploaded solutions, and registered users can login to upload new solutions.  
Through the web-based plotting tools, comparisons can be made for station synthetics (for 
stations used in the inversion as well as additional stations where the synthetics were not known 
to the modelers) and the source models themselves.  It was suggested that in addition to the 
available plots, it would be good to extract simple metrics for comparing the slip models such as 
area (perhaps using Somerville’s algorithm), length, and down-dip width. 
 
Subsequently, František Gallovič presented inversion methods used for his three submissions to 
the crack-like dynamic rupture benchmark. Two of his models were based on a truncated 
singular-value decomposition method, one model was based on a multiple finite-extent source 
inversion method.  This latter method used a very small number of free parameters (several 
rectangular slip patches parameterize the solution) but had nearly as good a variance reduction as 
the other models. These solutions, as well as another submission using the Cotton & Campillo 
inversion method, were presented for the crack-like simple dynamic rupture benchmark.  A third 
modeling group also submitted a solution; but this was submitted the night before the meeting 
and was not yet in the standard format needed to make solution comparisons.   
 
It was agreed that future models should be perturbations of previous models, particularly in 
terms of the velocity structure, fault geometry, and station locations to reduce the burden on the 
modelers. The need to add teleseismic waveforms to the test was also discussed. One suggestion 
for the next SIV benchmark was a dynamic model with multiple asperities (as it was thought that 
this would be more similar to a real earthquake). In addition, some thought that moving to a 
larger fault and a larger earthquake would be useful in order to have exercises on different scales. 
 
Next, Caroline Holden presented source inversion results from the Canterbury, New Zealand  
earthquake sequence. Both the Darfield and the Christchurch earthquakes had complex fault 
geometries in which nucleation occurred on a different fault plane than the primary rupture. The 
Christchurch aftershock, which resulted in significant damage, had high accelerations (2.2g was 
recorded), and an energy magnitude that was approximately three times the moment magnitude. 
Holden discusses rupture models for both the Darfield earthquake and the Christchurc 
aftershock; for each case, separate models were developed using displacement data (GPS and 
InSAR) and regional velocity seismograms. 
 
Following Holden’s talk, Lingsen Meng presented his work applying backprojection methods to 
the 2010 Haiti earthquake, the 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake, and the 2011 Tohoki-Oki 
earthquake This work uses a multiple signal classification (MUSIC) method with multitaper 
smoothing (which has been found to have higher resolution than simple beamforming). In the El 
Mayor-Cucapah earthquake, the backprojection results appear to confirm “backwards” rupture 
(rupture from north to south in a region north of the epicenter) in agreement with an eyewitness 
report. Results from Tohoko-Oki inversions consistently show higher-frequency sources locating 
deeper on the fault plane than the static slip imaged by GPS measurements. Meng also presented 
several ideas for using backprojection results to constrain finite-fault inversions. First, rupture 
speed could be constrained, as was done by Lay et al. (2010). Alternatively, subevent locations 
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(determined possibly by interpolating backprojection points), rupture length, fault geometry, or 
source duration could be constrained. Meng also presented a method to determine rise-time using 
the slip-rate spectrum with backprojection and geodesy constraints. 
 
There was much discussion during the workshop of incorporating the backprojection results into 
an SIV test. One concern is that it is not clear exactly what the backprojection results mean, as 
they are a measure of coherency of the wavefield and not slip (and, indeed, an array in a different 
location would get entirely different backprojection values on the fault plane). Also, for 
earthquakes in the magnitude 7 range, backprojection lacks depth resolution (the backprojection 
is essentially onto a line source). It is not clear how this affects the inferred rupture velocity 
imaged by backprojection algorithms. Still, adding synthetics to SIV benchmarks suitable for 
backprojection testing aligns nicely with the goal to include teleseismic waveforms: teleseismic 
waveforms up to 1-2 Hz provided at a station array would do. In addition, specific synthetic 
models could be designed to determine if backprojection is uniquely suited to resolve certain 
source characteristics. Testing could include ruptures with separate, well-defined pulses. We 
could also test different proposed array configurations, and we could generate dynamic models 
with “odd” rupture features such as backwards rupture and jumping of the rupture front. 
 
 
Current state of the SIV benchmark tests: Increase in traffic and participants 
 
Since the SIV workshop at the SCEC meeting and through personal contact, the SIV benchmark 
site as received interest. Though we received very positive feedback, the number of participants 
has not drastically increased, i.e. although the community acknowledges the importance of the 
SIV project, and agree with its scope and approach, the level of active participation is not as high 
as desired. More outreach and “marketing” is needed to convince researchers to conduct the 
exercises. 
 
For the latest test, the crack-like dynamic ruptures, seven different solutions from three different 
teams/people are currently available, listed and openly accessible at the following location:  
(http://eqsource.webfactional.com/db/sivtools/list_solutions_for_benchmark/inv1/. Figure 2 
shows an overlay plot of the best solution for each team, comparing them with the input model; 
the original model is plotted as well, for reference. Details of all models can be found on the 
workshop website where the actual powerpoint-presentation can be download. 
 
As mentioned above, the next steps will include a multi-asperity (high-slip region) dynamic 
rupture model to which “noise” will be added (random as well as by perturbing the input velocity 
structure). We also compute the static surface displacements as well as the teleseismically 
radiated wavefield to be able to provide a comprehensive data set. We hope that these additional 
data will attract more research teams (utilizing different source inversion techniques) to 
participate in the SIV benchmarking test. 
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Figure 1: Program of the 2011 SIV workshop, held during the Annual SCEC Meeting 
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Figure 2a: Overlay plots of three “best” solutions (blue, green, red) to the crack-like dynamic 
rupture model (cyan) for which synthetics were computed and distributed. Details at 
http://eqsource.webfactional.com/db/sivtools/show_inverse_solution_contour_comparison/inv1/ 
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Figure 2b: Input crack-like dynamic rupture model for SIV test. 
 
 
 
 


